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Frequently Asked Questions

What is the Liquid Intrusion Detection?

Liquid Intrusion Detection (LID) is a system that provides damage prevention through

intelligent management of elevators in the case of any liquid event. It takes action to

move an elevator to a predetermined mid-point in the hoistway to protect the

elevator and counterweight from dipping into liquid and becoming damaged.

What is the installation time?

We estimate that LID system can be installed in approximately four (4) hours or less.

What controllers does it work with?

It works with virtually any controller – microprocessor or relay logic.

How does it work?

When the pit (float) switch is activated, it sends a signal to the controller to move the

elevator to a predetermined landing. It then opens the elevator doors to allow

passengers to exit and then it is automatically placed into Independent Service until a

repair crew can arrive, repair/clean the liquid from the pit and reset the system.

How does it know what landing to go to?

When the system is installed, the installer will determine which landing to bring the

car to when the system activates.

Is the Pit (Float) Switch box a NEMA 4 rated enclosure?

No. It does not need to be a NEMA 4 rated enclosure because the Pit (Float) Switch

uses only 12v electricity. Because it is 12v, it will not conduct in water and therefore

does not need a NEMA 4 rated enclosure.

Up to what temperature is the Pit (Float) Switch able to withstand?

The Pit Fload Switch is rated for oil up to 500O.
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Does the system include an alarm bell?

As the system stands, an alarm can be activated if the installer so chooses since there

are multiple sets of dry contacts that can be used in this manner.

However, the Liquid Intrusion Detection system is not intended to activate a pump or

even a warning device. It is designed to rescue the Elevator from a condition which

could prove to be catastrophic for the elevator system and dangerous to its

passengers. The intended use of the Liquid Intrusion Detection system is to move the

elevator to a “safe landing” and shut it down until the flood event has been resolved.

When applied correctly the Liquid Intrusion Detection system can not only save the

building owner a costly repair bill, which if the event is considered an “Act of God”,

will come out of his pocket, but it will prevent passengers from being placed in

harm’s way.

Can the system be reset from the pit or does it have to be reset from the machine room?

The installer can choose where the system should be reset. It may not be practical to

walk up to the machine room. There is an A & B jumper on the LID controller

interface (J1) that will allow the option of resetting the system from the machine

room or from the pit.

How many wires do I need from pit to machine room to install the LID?

Worst case scenario, an installer will need a maximum of four (4) wires from pit to

machine room to install the LID – two wires are used to connect the signal to the

controller interface, and two wires are used to connect to the pit (float) switch power

supply. If there are spares in the hatch cabling, the installer can use those spares.

What if Fire Service or Emergency Hospital Operation is activated?

Fire Service and Emergency Hospital Operations will always take precedent over the

LID. If either Fire Service or Emergency Operation should be activated, then LID will

be disabled until the elevators are reset.

Can the job prints be marked up to show the installation of the LID?

Yes, job prints can be marked up to document the installation by adding the circuitry

to the as-built diagrams. The installer will receive a new set of prints that include the

LID.
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Are wiring diagrams provided?

Yes, basic generic wiring diagrams can be provided for the controller with which the

LID in installed. However, if the installer prefers to provide* the job prints then

specific wiring instructions can be provided.

*It is recommended that job prints are provided for each job because it can greatly

reduce installation time.

Have another question not address here? Click here to send a message, email

sales@electrodyn.com or call 1-800-447-5442.


